




Emko Education Solutions has been the leading manufacturer of education equipment
in Turkey since 1979. Emko, which designs products for educational furniture, educational 
technologies and office solutions, has undersigned many firsts that shape the sector. It 
has enabled the development of the sector by producing white enamel writing board, 
polypropylene student chair and polyurethane edged desk for the first time in Turkey.

By designing digital and analog systems together, it has succeeded in producing
innovative solutions that make life easier. With this success, in 2019, it became one
of the top 10 educational technology companies in Europe. It continues to produce 
innovative products that inspire education with the latest technology smart boards, 
innovative workshop designs and different concept classroom designs.

Emko, which has a worldwide sales and distribution network, has a factory in Istanbul 
and sales offices in Ankara, Estonia and Germany. Emko, which has been the name of 
quality in its sector since the day it was founded, with the importance it has given to 
quality, its determination to achieve firsts, and after-sales service support, continues 
to be on the ground when it comes to education.



ARCHITECTURAL
SUPPORT

Our architectural team, who are
experts in the field of education,

when reflecting educational
understanding on designs, they

highlight the vision of the educational 
institutions by considering
ergonomic, pedagogical 

and didactic
approaches.

INNOVATION
By building bridges between

educational furniture design and
contemporary pedagogical approaches,
we design both innovative and durable 

products. We reflect the education
system of our age in the architecture

of educational institutions by
designing educational areas

with products suitable for
the modern education

approach.

PRODUCTION
We produce items with

ergonomic approaches that comply
with high quality standards and 

training requirements. We care not
only about the durability of the 
products, but also that they are

suitable for children’s use,
pedagogical development

and posture.

GLOBAL
We contribute to the

development of educational
furniture by blending the local
education culture with modern

approaches. With our wide sales
network, our dealers and branches in 

various countries, we are 
everywhere where 

education is.



Emko is allover where education is…

We consider the pedagogical requirements 

of education together with educators.

Since we only design educational areas, we 

are able to design areas suitable for modern 

education approaches. In the products we 

have developed for all age groups, by

creating ergonomically appropriate designs, 

we keep the progress of children in the 

foreground. By evaluating pedagogy and 

ergonomics together, we aim to bring 

functional education areas to life.
Combining analog and digital...

While we design innovative educational 

furniture with the Emkoedu brand, we are 

working on educational technologies with 

our Emkotech brand. While reflecting the 

contemporary education approach to our 

designs, we design by blending education 

technology and innovative education

furniture. Thus, our education areas 

designs come to life with a 360 - degree 

education approach.

Designs suitable for new education trends... 

The modern education approach revealed 

new educational trends by blending with

today’s technology. We have developed 

many products and programs to provide 

easy access to information for educator

and for the student and to adapt these 

technologies to education. Using analog 

and  digital technologies together,

we combined the tradition and the 

future on a common ground.

We aim to enable internalize the designs 

of appropriate education areas with 

institutional educational approach,

personal and flexible education, flipped 

classroom, blend and hybrid education 

trends.
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Everything is for kids…
Experts observe that when educational 

materials are designed according to

the world of children, children’s

self - confidence develops faster

because they can meet their own needs. 

Cabinet sizes that children can easily 

reach, tables without sharp corners, 

wooden textures and educational 

furniture that prioritizes naturalness 

provide areas where children focus on 

education more comfortably. 

Emko; has adopted the understanding 

of making production taking into 

account children’s ergonomic structure 

and health.

KINDERGARTEN
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KINDERGARTEN
WAITING

AREA

013

While offering solutions by making architectural designs 

suitable to the area, products are designed suitable for the

age groups that will use it. Comfort areas have been created 

with cupboards, benches and beanbag chairs that children 

can use practically. With specially designed counters that

reflect the identities of institutions, waiting areas for parents

and decor works that will strengthen children’s imaginations, 

you will enter the children’s world.



Bring a different perspective to the library and sitting areas, the 
entrances of the kindergartens and the common playgrounds. 

Experience the warmth of wood with log cabins that add 
depth to the waiting areas.

Bench Bookshelf

Lodge Waiting Areas

Bench bookcaseBKT001 268 x 75 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Wooden boxesLBA001 200 x 200 cm  / 250 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Bring comfort to your waiting areas with Sedro beanbag
chairs. You can add color to areas with its erasable
surfaces and color options... 

Sedro Beanbag Chair

Thanks to its modular structure, you can combine
it as a round beanbag chair or separately as a
seperate beanbag chair. 

Quad Beanbag Chair

015

KINDERGARTEN
WAITING AREA

Sedro beanbag chairEPS001 70 x 60 cm / 70 h 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Modular beanbag chair, set of 4EPQ001 70 x 40 cm / 45 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MULTI - 
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE PRACTICALROBUST SOFT LINE

MULTI - 
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE PRACTICALROBUST SOFT LINE

MODULAR 
STRUCTURE

ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL

MODULAR 
STRUCTURE

ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL



With their oval lines, cloakroom cabinets suitable for 
children’s use will meet all their needs with their hanging 
system and shelf section. 

While adding visuality to the area with its decorative 
house form, it will create a storage area thanks to its 
large interior volume.

Cloakroom Wardrobe

Home Formed Cloakroom Wardrobe

Cloakroom Wardrobe - For 4 people

Cloakroom Wardrobe - For 2 people

DLP001

DLP002

120 x 40 x 120 cm

80 x 40 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

House-shaped cloakroom wardrobeDLP003 80 x 40 x 130 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Its soft lines and specially designed compartment for shoes 
will be an integral part of cloakrooms.

S Bank

Benches designed for use in the cloakroom area will 
visually add color to the areas.

017

WAITING AREA

Wooden legs and body structureABK001 140 x 30 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Flower Bench

Wooden legs and body structureABK002 140 x 32 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

KINDERGARTEN

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINE

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINE



KINDERGARTEN
MONTESSORI 

CONCEPT

019

Products with a modular structure that provide a wide range 

of movement for children, tables designed with the freedom 

of the child to do whatever they want, whenever they want, 

and cabinets designed so that they can reach their own 

needs... Educational materials planned for the child to see 

her/himself as an individual and to educate her/himself...

We produce the right educational furniture to create the right 

conditions for Montessori education. We think of children and 

design furniture that can strengthen their education in better 

conditions.



Creates orderly spaces by separating work 
boxes and toys.

It creates storage space for puppets and costumes 
thanks to its shelves and cloakroom cabinet.

Cabinet With Working Box 

Drama Cabinet with Shelves

Cabinet with work box and shelvesDLP045 60 x 35 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

4 shelves, cabinet with hangersDLP046 100 x 35 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL Cabinet with 9 drawersDLP006 100 x 35 x 100 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is both stylish and ergonomic thanks to its 
structures designed entirely of wood... Wooden Chair

Its numbered design will increase the visuality of your
classrooms, while its drawers will help you organize 
your classrooms. 

Numbered Cabinet

021

MONTESSORI CONCEPT 

T wooden chair 

Wooden chair

SND001

SND002

CODE DESCRIPTION

KINDERGARTEN

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

MULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL INNOVATIVE ROBUSTSOFT LINE



The tables, which are produced with wooden and oval edges, 
can easily move as desired thanks to their modular structure. 

Thanks to its special design, it can be used in different 
ways in kindergartens with its modular structure that can 
be integrated into each other and its size suitable for 
group work.

Rectangle Table

Clover Modular Table

Rectangular tableDDM001 120 x 60 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Clover form tableMSA001 100 x 100 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

Kitchen corner cabinetDKR002 113 x 37 x 105 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Teacher’s cabinet with lidDLP047 80 x 35 x 180 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Thanks to its glass partition, 
it allows you to easily access files.

Teacher Locker

Activity corners made of wood help children to 
expand their imagination. Kitchen Corner

023

MONTESSORI CONCEPT 
KINDERGARTEN

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL



The repair corner contributes to the fun and learning 
of children with its fine details.

The pool table, which stores educational toys, gives children 
different thinking skills. Thanks to the wheel system, it can 
be practically transported to the desired place.

Repair Corner

Block and Lego Table

Repair corner table cabinetDKR004 80 x 35 x 85 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Enliven your classrooms with dust-proof and easy-to-clean colorful carpets. Carpet 

Create a pleasant atmosphere in the 
classrooms with removable, multi-purpose 
colorful cushions and lace pillows.

Lace Pillow and Cushion

025

MONTESSORI CONCEPT 

Boxed lego game table 

Wooden lego cabinet

MSA002

MSA003

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
80 x 80 cm

80 x 60 cm

HAL001

HAL002

CODE SIZE

Effaceable rectangular carpet

Effaceable, round carpet

DESCRIPTION
180 x 280 cm

Q200

MND001

MND002

CODE SIZE

Cushion

Lace pillow

DESCRIPTION
50 x 50 cm

35 x 35 cm  

Use it as a writingboard or a clipboard. Airboard Blackboard and Clipboard

OAK001

OAK002

CODE SIZE

Tree form, airboard

Cloud form, airboard

DESCRIPTION
100 x 70 cm

120 x 65 cm 

KINDERGARTEN

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

HYGENICVERSATILITY ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

HYGENICVERSATILITY ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
PROOF

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST



KINDERGARTEN
DAISY

CONCEPT

027

Thanks to its modular structure,

while the table arrangement is made 

in groups or individually, open space 

for children with cabinets that provide 

classroom order…

Make an impact in the classrooms

with the daisy form and the desired 

color options.



Wings Modular Table

Pyramid Modular Table

Plastic Chair

Display and Mira Cabinet

029

DAISY CONCEPT 
It can be easily transported and designed as desired with its 
special angled table that can be combined, with a wheeled foot 
system with brakes. Optionally, it can be combined with a round 
table in the middle.

Thanks to its pyramid form, it allows group work
by adding each other, and it can also be used 
individually if desired. 

Plastic chairPSN001

CODE DESCRIPTION

Sturdy, long-lasting plastic chairs are lightweight so they can be 
easily transported. With its soft lines, it prevents children from being 
harmed and adds color to the classrooms with different color options.

Contributing to the increase of
children’s social communication,
display student cabinets and enamel 
whiteboards enable children to reflect 
their free world.

WMM001

WOM0010

CODE SIZE

Modular angle table, small

Round table

DESCRIPTION
75 x 55 cm

Q60 cm

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green

DOD001

MOD001

CODE SIZE

Display, 4-door cabinet

Mira, 4-door cabinet

DESCRIPTION
80 x 40 x 80 cm

80 x 40 x 80 cm

Modular angle tablePMM001 70 x 50 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

KINDERGARTEN

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL

GROUPMULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

GROUPMULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

ERASABLEDURABLE ROBUST



Display and Mira Magazine Holder

Plastic Drawer Portfolio Cabinet

Pinboard

Mirror

031

DAISY CONCEPT 

Magazine holder and student locker are designed 
together for the practical use of children.

Study boxes will help keep messy 
classrooms organized, while also
creating ample storage space.

Cork / pin boards, which help to present the pictures in the classrooms, 
are produced in various colors and sizes, changing the atmosphere 
of the classrooms. 

Various mirrors used in activity drama areas help children discover themselves.

Portfolio cabinet with plastic drawersDLP008 300 x 60 x 80 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Display, 3-shelf magazine holderDDR001 80 x 40 x 80 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

AYN001

AYN002

CODE SIZE

Wooden framed mirror

Tree form framed mirror

DESCRIPTION
60 x 100 cm

60 x 120 cm 

PNO001

PNO002

CODE SIZE

Fabric or natural cork / pin board

Fabric or natural cork / pin board

DESCRIPTION
90 x 150 cm 

90 x 180 cm Dark Blue Yellow Red Burgundy Orange Green Dark Green Grey

1
 Study

box

2
Study
box

3
Study
box

Blue Yellow Red Grey Dark Green Green

KINDERGARTEN

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE

MULTI
PURPOSE

MODULAR 
STRUCTURE

VERSATILITY SOFT LINE DISTINCTIVE

AESTHETICAL SOFT LINEVERSATILITY

ERASABLEAESTHETICAL SOFT LINEVERSATILITY

ORGANIZER



KINDERGARTEN
MODULAR 

KINDERGARTEN CONCEPT

033

Thanks to its modular form, it can be added to 

each other and allows group work, and it can 

also be used individually at any time.

Thanks to the modular kindergarten concept, 

your movements will not be restricted, and the 

products that are adjusted according to your 

activities instead of fixed and bulky furniture will 

provide children with freedom of movement.



S / D / C Modular Table with Polyurethane Edges

A Chair, Z Chair  

Train Locker Module

Airboard Concept - House

035

KINDERGARTEN CONCEPT

S Modular table

D Modular table

C Modular table

SMM001

DMM001

CMM001

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
60 x 120 cm

60 x 120 cm

60 x 120 cm

A chair 

Z chair 

ASN001

ZSN001

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
h: 32

h: 32

5-piece modular cabinetDLP011 515 x 35 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

House form, wooden framed airboardOAK003 120 x 100 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

When desired, different combinations can be made with 
modular tables in aesthetic form with polyurethane edges.

Polypropylene monoblock ergonomic structure, sweat-proof and 
non-slip texture is designed for students who sit in the classroom 
for a long time.

The fun and educational Train module produces 
solutions for the wardrobe needs of the classrooms.

While creating fun playgrounds with its 
house-shaped image, it allows children 
to reflect their colorful worlds while 
writing and painting on the steel 
enamel surface.

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green Grey AnthraciteBurgundy

KINDERGARTEN

GROUPMULTI-PUR-
POSE

INNOVATIVEPRACTICAL ROBUSTSOFT LINEMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

FUNCTIONALROBUSTERGONOMIC SOFT LINEINNOVATIVE PRACTICAL ERASABLE INFLEXIBLE

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
PROOF

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST

DURABLE SOFT LINEMULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
STRUCTURE

PRACTICAL



KINDERGARTEN
ACTIVITY 
CLASSES

037

Kindergarten activities are the whole of the systems 

applied to accelerate the learning process of children 

during the pre-school education period, to positively 

support their social, visual, emotional and auditory 

intelligence, to reveal their talents, to support their 

development and to prepare them for school age.

While designing the activity areas, Emko designs 

playgrounds and educational furniture that will

enable the desired activities to be carried out easily.



Playhouse

Greengrocer - Market Corner

Puppet Corner

Lego Game Table

039

ACTIVITY CLASSES

Lego game table with plastic boxMSA004 80 x 140 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Wooden playhouseDKR005 200 x 200 cm / 200 h 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Play corner with shelf and wooden boxDKR007 100 x 65 cm / 120 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Black enameled puppet play cornerDKR008 120 x 75 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

For the common activity areas, playhouses are designed according to the 
space and corners to be designed to attract the attention of children.

Greengrocer / market sections, designed to 
increase children’s social skills and add color 
to their games, which are colorful corners of 
activity areas.

Puppet corners, designed for the fun use of children and teachers, 
offer the opportunity to write on black enamel areas. 

Lego game tables allow students to develop 
their imaginations.

KINDERGARTEN

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE



Reading Corner

Robotic Table

Scene - Drama

Toy Cabinet

041

KINDERGARTEN
ACTIVITY CLASSES

Robotic game table with poolRBM001 113 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Seating area with spongeDKR009 200 x 50 cm / 180 h

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

P form, stepped stageSYB003 190 x 300 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Toy storage cabinetDLP050 70 x 35 x 45 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The reading corner in the form of a house offers children 
the opportunity to read in different areas.

Students will feel like stars on the 
stage designed for the show.

You can bring order to the activity areas by collecting toys.

Robots will take action on the pool-divided, robotic table.

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE



KINDERGARTEN
CORNERS OF 

INTEREST

043

Play is an important opportunity where the child can 

express her/himself, realize her/his talents, use her/his 

creative potential, and develop her/his language, mind, 

social, emotional and body (motor) skills. 

Interest corners aiming to provide children with social 

life skills; It helps children to have fun while playing and 

to learn concepts such as color, size, shape and shape.



Corners of Interest

045

KINDERGARTEN
CORNERS OF INTEREST

SET001

SET002

SET003

SET004

SET005

SET006

Fire brigade playground

Police playground

Hospital playground

Bank playground

Market and Greengrocer playground

House playground

CODE DESCRIPTION

Encouraging creative activities for children with games 

played in areas such as; hospital, market, post office etc. 

which are in our daily life helping them to develop their 

imagination, prove themselves and discover their 

creativity, get to know the outside world around them 

and gain experience.

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUPMULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP



KINDERGARTEN
SPORTS 

ACTIVITY AREA

047

Physical education activities increase the physical 

awareness of the child and prepare the infrastructure 

for lifelong sports habits. Thanks to physical education, 

children acquire much more than movement skills.

While we design areas that will make children love 

sports, we design sports areas that will enable them to 

both learn and have fun.



Net Climbing Panel

Stair Climbing Panel

Climbing Panel

Activity Panel

Activity Mat

Sponge Playground Group

049

KINDERGARTEN
SPORTS ACTIVITY AREA

It is made of Beech WoodAKT001 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech WoodAKT002 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech WoodAKT007 600 x 600 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It is made of Beech Wood.AKT008 60 x 120 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

5-piece sponge cushion playsetAKT009 60 x 120 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
It is made of Beech WoodAKT003 80 x 210 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Make children’s sports 
activities more effective 
by using the net climbing 
panel in indoor sports areas.

Turn sports activity into competitions 
with the playground designed for 
indoor areas.

Have fun while preventing children 
from getting hurt with its easy-to-wipe 
thick sponge structure.

Make sports fun with the stair climbing 
panel used in indoor sports areas.

Bring kids’ favorite 
climbing action to life with 
the climbing panel.

Indoor sports fields will turn into fun tracks 
with the sponge playgroup.

DAYANIKLI GRUPÇOK AMAÇLI

ROBUST GROUPINNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

ROBUST GROUPINNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

ROBUST GROUP

INNOVATIVE

IMPROVINGEDUCATIONAL

MULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL SOFT LINE

HYGENICVERSATILITY ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

HYGENICVERSATILITY ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE



KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR 
GARDEN

051

Outdoor learning areas provide more physical 

mobility than the classroom environment. 

We offer a learning environment where both 

physical and motor development, cognitive, 

language, social and emotional skills are 

supported with sandboxes, playhouses and 

activity areas.



Sandbox Playhouse

Windmill Playground

053

KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR GARDEN

AKT010
Two separate playhouses,

Double slide

CODE DESCRIPTION

Tower Playground

Bower

Playhouse with sandpit and slideAKT012 80 x 150 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Two separate playhouses, one slideAKT011

CODE DESCRIPTION

The covered sandbox area will also be transformed into 
a seating area and become new playgrounds.

The playhouse has two separate 
towers, with a large playground 
for children, a climbing ladder 
and a slide.

The playhouse has two separate towers, 
with a large playground for children, 
a climbing ladder and a slide.

Create outdoor areas where children 
can spend time together and have 
picnics with bowers.

Picnic area with bowerAKT017 180 x180 x 260 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP



Survivor Garden Track

Outdoor Game Table

Garden Play Set

055

KINDERGARTEN
OUTDOOR GARDEN

AKT016 Activity track

CODE DESCRIPTION AKT015
Abacus shapes,

Tic tac toe game board

CODE DESCRIPTION

AKT013

AKT014

AKT018

AKT019

CODE SIZE

Plastic top cover
Wooden table with box

Wooden table with plastic box

Wooden table with plastic box

Wooden table with plastic box

DESCRIPTION

80 x 140 cm 

80 x 140 cm

80 x 80 cm

80 x 80 cm

You can use the game tables where children can play 
multi-purpose games outdoors, as well as for fun activities 
as they are water resistant.

You can organize various competitions with playgrounds 
that will provide the development of large and small 
muscle motor skills and cardiovascular endurance that 
children need through physical exercise.

You can organize educational activities for children 
in the garden playgrounds.

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST SOFT LINE OUTDOOR GROUP



The “E”state of education!
Ergonomic, aesthetic, 
effective…
In recent years, the rapidly changing 

educational materials have also changed 

the expectations of the users. While the 

previous educational furniture was 

intended to be only robust, ergonomic, 

aesthetic and functional became more 

prominent with the introduction of 

technology into the education sector. 

While designing educational materials for 

classrooms, Emko produces pedagogical, 

didactic products according to their 

behavior patterns by putting the student 

at the center. For this purpose, concept 

classes suitable for age groups have been 

created. Thanks to aesthetics designed 

models that move easily are suitable for 

group work with their modular structures.

CLASSROOMS

057



CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIES

059

Are you ready for action?

Emko Line desks, which will catch up with the fast-learning 

ability of the new generation, take their place in the 

classrooms, while the solid, healthy and practical desks 

turn the classrooms into more lively living spaces.



Line Student Desk

061

CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIES

Single desk

Single desk

Single desk

LSS12104

LSS12105

LSS12106

 4 No’lu h: 64 cm

5 No’lu h: 70 cm

6 No’lu h: 76 cm

50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Another initiatory approach 
from Emko...

Emko Line, which will add movement to the 
classrooms with its different design and ease of use, 
will change your perspective on classrooms with its 
new line.

While its angled table increases the usage area, 
the wheeled foot system allows it to move easily.
The usual fixed desks are now being replaced 
by active, movable modular desks.

Thanks to the wheel in the foot system of the 

line student desks, you can practically move 

it to the desired place. You can use it with 

our Z chair and A chair models, or you can 

change the atmosphere of your classroom 

with the Alto motion chair.

Optional parts
Polyurethane or compact table

Wire basket, basket with work box

Front curtain

Curtain front sticker

Product highlights:
Innovative design

70 x 50 cm wide angle table

Polyurethane edged table

Working box and basket option

Wheeled foot system

The front curtain is made of special 
twisted sheet

The wire basket, which is mounted on 
the lower part of the table, provides
convenience as an organizer when using it. 

Wheel for easy movement.The front curtain is produced according 
to metal Ral colors. This application also 
allows brands to put corporate logo 
stickers.

Desks are now more durable thanks to polyurethane edges

Angled Polyurethane Table Top Rectangular Polyurethane Table Top Features of polyurethane products
Long-term protection

High flexibility performance

Resistance to UV rays and weather conditions

High load carrying capacity

High resistance to abrasion and impacts

Mold and fungus resistance

Perfect and aesthetic appearance

Resistance against corrosion
INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Z Chair
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CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIES

PP Monoblok
chair

Small mono blok

ZSN001

ZSN002

ZSN003

ZSN004

No. 3 h:32 cm

No. 4 h:38 cm

No. 5 h:42 cm

No. 6 h:46 cm

CODE NO DESCRIPTION

Another initiatory approach from Emko...
Emko Z chair has been designed considering the 

physical health of students who spend a long time in the 

classroom. The surface texture of the seat and backrest is a 

non-scratch and hygienic monoblock polypropylene material 

that prevents sweating and slipping.

It is produced by abiding to ergonomic values in 

seating surface and height dimensions. It is suitable 

for use by different age groups with four different height 

options.

No. 6 No. 5 No. 4 No. 4 

Monoblock Polypropylene Special textured surface preventing slipping 21/3 mm bar profile foot structure

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green Grey AnthraciteBurgundy

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Line Teacher Desk

Alto Circle Chair

065

CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIES

Compact laminate table,
drawer and cabinet detail,

caisson curtain

LOM001 75 x 130 x 1,2 cm / h:90

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
PP monoblock chair,

ringed fixed star foot,
chair with shock absorber

ALT001 h: 65 - 83 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The teacher desk is now 
more functional…

It is very important that the teacher does 

not lose contact with the students during the 

lesson and establishes eye contact with the 

students. Emko Line Teacher Desk designed 

for this purpose. Even if the teacher is sitting, 

he can easily make eye contact with the 

students thanks to the high desk design.

Thanks to the plug channel, it allows the use of electronic devices easily. It offers ideal 

storage space thanks to its caisson with multi-purpose drawer and cabinet compartment.

Classes will gain movement with them…

Alto chair models can be used with different tables by adjusting 
to the desired height thanks to special shock absorber mechanisms.

When the Alto Circle Chair is used with the Emko Line Teacher’s 
Desk, even if the teacher is sitting, thanks to its high leg system, 
it provides eye contact with the students.

Optional parts
Combination lock

1 plug system
1 x USB
1 x HDMI access

90 cm high cast leg

Special textured surface that prevents slipping Press-open desk module

Caisson with tree drawers

Pingo star foot

Solid polypropylene, monoblock Height-adjusting shock absorber arm

Foot Stand

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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Display Student Locker

Display Teacher Cabinet 

067

CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIESIts thoughtful details will change your 

perspective on the classroom cabinet.

In order to create active areas where children 

can express themselves, a magnetic enamel 

surface is positioned on the door of the display 

student lockers.

These individual areas allow children to interact 

socially and contribute to their personal 

development.

With its large interior volume, it has sufficient 

storage space needed.

Cabinets are now more useful 
with their individual writing area 
and large volume

While designing educational furniture, Emko 
attaches importance to designing products in 
which not only the student but also the teacher 
can be more active physically and socially in the 
classroom, communicate and share more.

Thanks to the magnetic enamel surface positioned 
on the door of the Emko Display teacher’s cabinet, 
it makes it easy for the teacher to transfer important 
formulas, lesson topics, and some notes such as 
small tips.

White enamel writing area

Cloakroom section

6-person wardrobe

3-person wardrobe

10-person wardrobe

8-person wardrobe

6-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

3-person wardrobe

DOD002

DOD003

DOD004

DOD005

DOD006

DOD007

DOD008

 80 x 40 x 180

40 x 40 x 180

80 x 40 x 200

80 x 40 x 160

80 x 40 x 120

40 x 40 x 160

40 x 40 x 120

40 x 40 x 60 cm

40 x 40 x 60 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm 

CODE SIZE SINGLE CABINET SIZE DESCRIPTION

Enamel writing area, 
Cloakroom section, library and 

optional work box use
DDO001 80 x 40 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Shelf cabinet section

White enamel writing area

165 angle hinge

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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Airboard Concept

069

Airboard concept designs, which add depth to the walls, 

increase the visuality of your writings thanks to the 

enamel surface, while creating the opportunity to be used 

as a board with magnetic holders.

The posters, pictures and announcements you put with 

magnets become more active.

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cutOAK010 120 x 360 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

CLASSROOMS
LINE SERIES

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
PROOF

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST



CLASSROOMS

071

Private desks, not for the class...
The desks that restrict your mobility, that cannot be 
adjusted and that are not suitable for your height, 
disrupt your body anatomy.
The desks produced in uniform standards oblige 
students to sit in the back row when they are tall,
and in the front row when they are short.

While the Emko Line+ desks provide movement in the 
classroom, it allows students to adjust their order 
according to their own height and structure.



Student Desk

073

CLASSROOMS

Personal desk, Emko Line+ 
desks are now more flexible... 

The desks that do not allow flexibility in the 
classrooms prevent the student from learning 
comfortably and also disrupt the ergonomic structure 
of the body. To bring up healthy individuals, start the 
change from classes!

Classes, where students spend the most time, will 
have more flexible use with Emko Line+. With its 
system that eliminates the height difference by moving 
up and down, Emko Line+, the order of the 
new era, will create active working areas in 
the classroom thanks to its wheel system.

Modern classrooms with Emko Line+...

With Emko Line+ desks that increase mobility, you can use it effectively anywhere 
in the classroom. By combining it with Alto chairs, you can create comfortable working 
environments for students.
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Optional parts
Polyurethane or compact table

Wire basket, basket with work box

Curtain front sticker

Special angle table, adjustable
3 Height adjustment

cambered curtain, single
LPS1211 h: 64 - 70 - 76 cm 50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Each student can adjust the Line Plus Table according to 
his/her own height by using the height adjustment latch.

Product highlights:
Exclusive height adjustable system

70x50cm wide angle table

Polyurethane edged table

Working box and basket option

Wheeled foot system

The front curtain is made of special 
twisted sheet

The wire basket, which is mounted on 
the lower part of the table, provides 
convenience as an organizer when using 
it.

Wheel for easy movement.The front curtain is produced according 
to metal Ral colors. This application also 
allows brands to put corporate logo 
stickers.

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Active education with Line+ lectern...
 
Emko Line+ Teacher’s lectern, which offers height adjustable opportunity with its 
special system, will be the number one choice for your flexible classrooms. 
When used with Emko Line+ Student Desks, it will give your classroom a stylish look.

You can easily move your table with the wheel.
It becomes more functional when used with the Alto circle chair.

CLASSROOMS
Lectern

Pr
ov

id
es

 comfort of m
ob

ility

Emko Line+ teacher
lectern polyurethane tableLSK001 h: 76 - 90 cm 50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Cloakroom Student Locker

075

The design that combines 
the cloakroom and the bookshelf...
 

The cloakroom and library section are used 
together, and provides each student a cloakroom 
and locker.
Classrooms are becoming more organized thanks 
to the cloakroom and bookcase with shelves. 
Cabinet heights are determined according to 
age groups and production is made accordingly.

4-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

VOD001

VOD002

VOD003

80 x 40 x 200 cm

80 x 40  x160 cm

80 x 40 x 140 cm

40 x 40 x 100 cm

40 x 40  x 80 cm

40 x 40 x 70 cm

CODE SIZE SINGLE CABINET SIZE DESCRIPTION

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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CLASSROOMS

077

Raise your standards with Mira concept...

While the Mira classroom concept equips your classrooms 
with its ergonomic, stylish and useful models, it aims at the 
ease of use of students and teachers. Classes are designed 
by determining the appropriate dimensions according to 
the age groups of the students.

Thoughtful details from desks to teacher’s lectern, from 
student cabinets to chairs will bring comfort to the 
classrooms.

MIRA SERIES



Mira Student Desk
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CLASSROOMS
MIRA SERIES

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

MTS12104

MTS12105

MTS12106

 No. 4 h: 64 cm

No. 5 h: 70 cm

No. 6 h: 76 cm

50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION
Tray, wire basket, double

Tray, wire basket, double

Tray, wire basket, double

MCS12104

MCS12105

MCS121056

 No. 4 h: 64 cm

No. 5 h: 70 cm

No. 6 h: 76 cm

50 x 120 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Durable and stylish…
While the modern, ergonomic design of the 
Emko Mira desk provides comfort to students, 
it gives classrooms a stylish look. While its wide 
usage area will allow you to move comfortably, 
it will enable you to use it in your classrooms for 
many years with its concept of quality. You can 
use the appropriate product in your classes with 
double and single product options.

It is suitable for use by all age groups 
with its options of different heights.

Optional parts
Front curtain

Curtain front sticker

Product highlights:
Polyurethane edged table

70 x 50 cm wide table in single, 120 x 50 cm in double

School Bag hanger

Corporate logo sticker on the front curtain

1,5 mm double bar profile foot

Special cut sheet curtain

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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A Chair

081

Small PP Monoblok chair

PP Monoblok chair

PP Monoblok chair

PP Monoblok chair

ASN001

ASN002

ASN003

ASN004

No. 3 h: 32 cm

No. 4 h:38 cm

No. 5 h:42 cm

No. 6 h:46 cm

CODE NO DESCRIPTION

The surface texture of the seat and backrest is a 
non-scratch and hygienic monoblock 
polypropylene material that prevents sweating 
and slipping. It is produced by abiding to 
ergonomic values in seating surface and 
height dimensions.

It is suitable for use by different age groups 
with four different height options. 
It provides comfort in classrooms by safely 
firm ground with its solid metal parts.

Emko A chair has been designed considering the physical health
of students who spend a long time in the classroom.

CLASSROOMS
MIRA SERIES

Blue Yellow Red Orange Green Grey AnthraciteBurgundy

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Mira Lectern

Mira Teacher Locker
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The ideal solution for tight classrooms…
  
Thanks to its practical structure, Mira Teacher’s Lectern, which does not 

occupy space in the classroom, will allow you to use it for a long time with its 

solid structure. When used together with the Alto ring chair, it becomes much 

more comfortable.

The polyurethane edged table, combined with its durable metal parts, 

is produced to be long-lasting. With the product, which is suitable for both 

standing and sitting use, the teacher has the chance to dominate the class 

in both ways.

We’ve customized teacher lockers!

Emko Mira Teacher’s Cabinet, with the hanging 
bar in the long-covered compartment and the ideal 
partitioning area, allows the teacher to hang their 
belongings by acting as a coat rack.

With its flexible design, Emko Mira Teacher 
Cabinet has enough storage space to store 
magnetic study boards and similar products.
With the combination lock and standard lock 
options, the teacher can personalize her/his 
locker and use it safely.

Usage with cloakroom section, 
bookcase and optional 

study box
MDO001 80 x 40 x 180 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Polyurethane MDF table,
chipboard curtain

MOK001 50 x 70 x 1,8 cm / h:90 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

CLASSROOMS
MIRA SERIES

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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Mira Student Locker

Mira Student Cloakroom Cabinet 

Airboard Concept Thought Bubble

085

Let the classes freshen with 
different colors...

The product, which has an ideal storage area 

with its large interior volume, offers the user 

an alternative opportunity with different sizes 

and different number of cabinet options. 

It has been designed with recessed handles 

and braked covers for the safety of children.

Change the atmosphere of your classrooms 

with color options.

The cloakroom cabinets used together with 

the Mira student locker tidy up the mess in the 

classrooms. The cloakroom cabinets, which are 

designed according to the spaces in the 

classrooms, are produced in appropriate sizes 

according to age groups.

Project your thoughts on the wall...

The boards, which are complementary to the 

classes, are now replaced by Airboard concept 

models. With the thought bubble form, it reflects 

the thoughts that the teacher and the student 

want to tell on the walls.

10-person wardrobe

8-person wardrobe

6-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

3-person wardrobe

MOD001

MOD002

MOD003

MOD004

MOD005

 80 x 40 x 200 cm

80 x 40 x 160 cm

80 x 40 x 120 cm

40 x 40 x 160 cm

40 x 40 x 120 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

CODE SIZE SINGLE CABINET SIZE DESCRIPTION

12-person hanger cabinet

12-person hanger cabinet

12-person hanger cabinet

DLP051

DLP052

DLP053

80 x 40 x 200 cm

80 x 40 x 160 cm

80 x 40 x 120 cm

CODE NO DESCRIPTION

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cut

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cut

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cut

OAK011

OAK012

OAK013

120 x 200 cm

120 x 150 cm

120 x 120 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

CLASSROOMS
MIRA SERIES

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
PROOF

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST
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CLASSROOMS
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Have a high standard...

Thanks to its modular structure, individual and group 
work is much easier now!

While the interlocking table structure combines 
practically and makes it easier for students to use, 
the modular classroom cabinet meets all the needs 
of the classroom.

BEAN SERIES



Bean Student Desk
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CLASSROOMS
BEAN SERIES

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

FTS2104

FTS2105

FTS2106

No. 4 h: 64 cm

No. 5 h: 70 cm

No. 6 h: 76 cm

50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Optional parts
Front curtain

Curtain front sticker

Product highlights:
Polyurethane edged table

Modular jointing wide table in the form of bean 70 x 50 cm

School Bag hanger

Corporate logo sticker on the front curtain

2 mm elliptical profile foot

Special cut sheet curtain

Durable and stylish…

The modern, ergonomic design of the 

Emkoedu Bean desk provides students with 

comfort and adds a stylish look to the classrooms. 

While its wide usage area will allow you to move 

comfortably, it will enable you to use it in your 

classrooms for many years with its concept of 

quality. Thanks to the table form, it can be added 

to each other and made suitable for group work. 

It is suitable for use by all age groups 

with its options of different heights.

The special design table 

of the Bean student desks 

has been designed to 

make groups with each 

other. Thanks to its 

practicality and stylish 

design, it has been made 

suitable for group work.

With its comfort and modern structure, 
it will make a difference in your 
classrooms...

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Bring action to your classrooms...
The surface texture of the seat and backrest is a non-scratch and hygienic monoblock 
polypropylene material that prevents sweating and slipping. It is produced by abiding 
to ergonomic values in seating surface and height dimensions. It is extremely stylish 
and comfortable with its chromed feet and fixed pingo foot structure.

Mira Teacher Table

Polyurethane edged table,
drawer and cabinet detail,

caisson, curtain

MOM001 60 x 130 x 1,8 cm / h:76 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Comfort and elegance 
together!

The polyurethane edged table, 
combined with its durable metal 
parts, is produced to be long-lasting. 
It allows the use of electronic devices 
with its optional power plug detail.
It offers ideal storage space with its 
multi-purpose caisson.

Caisson with two drawers, durable 
top with polyurethane edge Pingo leg.

Pingo footCaisson with two drawers

CLASSROOMS
MIRA SERIES

Alto Moving Chair
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PP monoblock chair,
fixed pingo star foot,

chair with shock absorber
ALT002 h: 46 - 60 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Solid polypropylene monoblock and 
non-slip textured surface

Height adjustable shock absorber arm Star foot with wheels

With its special shock absorber mechanism, 

the Emko Alto fixed chair can be adjusted 

to the desired height, allowing it to be used 

with desks and tables of different heights.

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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Mira Modular Student Locker

093

Quadruple solution with modular classroom cabinet…

It meets all the needs of the classroom with its modular structure that brings together 

the cloakroom section, the bookshelf section with the shelves, the student cabinet and 

the classroom cabinet. Together with our other products, it gives your classroom a 

modern look.

CLASSROOMS
BEAN SERIES

18-person wardrobe

21-person wardrobe

24-person wardrobe

MOD006

MOD007

MOD008

40 x 40 x 200 cm

440 x 40 x 200 cm

480 x 40 x 200 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

40 x 40 x 40 cm

CODE SIZE SINGLE CABINET SIZE DESCRIPTION

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE



CLASSROOMS

095

Systems that combine education…

Pyramid desks, which make group work convenient 

by adding each other, create an ideal structure for 

individual use. While the polyurethane edged 

tabletop structure ensures long-term use, the wheels 

on the feet provide practical use.

PYRAMID 
DESK SERIES



Pyramid Student Desk
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CLASSROOMS
PYRAMID DESK SERIES

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

Tray, wire basket, single

PTS003

PTS004

PTS005

No. 4 h: 64 cm

No. 5 h: 70 cm

No. 6 h: 76 cm

50 x 70 x 1,8 cm

CODE NO SIZE DESCRIPTION

Optional parts
Front Curtain

Curtain front sticker

Product highlights:
Polyurethane edged table

Modular joining wide table in the form of bean 70 x 50 cm

School Bag hanger

Corporate logo sticker on the front curtain

2mm bar profile foot

Special cut sheet curtain

Different designs for group work...

The product, which can also be used as a single desk, is ideal for group and partner work 

with its special modular design. It can be easily moved with the wheel option it has and 

can be combined as desired according to the way the lesson works.

You can make the classes more organized with the basket under the desk and the optional 

front curtain design.

 It is suitable for use by different age groups with four different height options.

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST



Z Student Locker
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CLASSROOMS
PYRAMID DESK SERIES

4-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

4-person wardrobe

ZOD001

ZOD002

ZOD003

80 x 40 x 200 cm 

80 x 40 x 160 cm

80 x 40 x 140 cm

40 x 40 x 100 cm

40 x 40 x 80 cm

40 x 40 x 70 cm

CODE SIZE SINGLE CABINET SIZE DESCRIPTION

Pinboard

Fabric or natural board

Fabric or natural board

Fabric or natural board

Fabric or natural board

Fabric or natural board

PNO003

PNO004

PNO005

PNO006

PNO007

120 x 240 cm

120 x 180 cm

90 x 240 cm

90 x 180 cm

90 x 150 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Student lockers are colorful!

Emko Z student locker easily meets the wardrobe needs of 

students with its coat hanger detail and ideal space in its 

colorful lidded compartments. The student cabinet, which is 

produced as 4 people, is produced based on the appropriate 

size according to age groups.

High-quality wall-mounted boards with elegant frames

Emko cork boards offer you the opportunity to use quality for years with 

its wide color options, imported interior material and durability that you 

are used to. Emko, which stands out from its peers with its quality, makes 

efforts to offer you quality products at affordable prices, as it has for years.

Dark Blue Yellow Red Burgundy Orange Green K. Green Grey Naturel

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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With the emergence of many courses 

to be taught with the developing 

technology in recent years, the number 

of workshops and their usage areas have 

increased. Workshops, which are areas 

where children learn by doing, contribute 

to the development of children and help 

them to reveal their talents.

The workshops reflecting the educational 

approach of schools are shaped by the 

investments made by institutions in 

technology and art. The workshops, 

designed as boutiques for eachinstitution, 

are designed with purpose-built,

easy-to-use and up-to-date products.

WORKSHOPS

101



WORKSHOPS

Octagon laboratory table can be used and located 

easily even in narrow spaces with its octagonal model 

structure. With its special design, the panels on the 

tables can be opened and used when desired, while 

they can be locked and kept closed when desired. 

With the control panel specially designed for the 

teacher’s desk, the water, gas and electricity systems 

on the desks of all students can be controlled.

LABORATORY /  
OCTAGON

103



WORKSHOPS
LABORATORY / OCTAGON

105

Octagon-F Study Desk

Octagon-K Study Desk

Compact table, control panel, sink-water unitLCM001 65 x 195 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Compact table, student control panel, sink - water unitLCM002 370 x 155 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Compact table, student control panel, sink - water unitLCM003 370 x 155 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Teacher Study Desk

The teacher energy unit and control 
panel are placed on the table and are 
protected with a specially designed 
lock system. Water and gas outlets are 
located on the side shelf.

The octagonal desk is designed for group 
work.The energy unit designed for the 
physics laboratory is placed on the table 
and is protected with a specially designed 
lock system.

The energy unit designed for the 
Chemistry and Biology laboratory 
is placed on the table and kept with 
a specially designed lock system.

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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WORKSHOPS

With its special design, the panels on the 

Rectangle laboratory table can be opened and 

used when desired, while they can be locked 

and kept closed when desired. With the control 

panel specially designed for the teacher’s desk, 

the water, gas and electricity systems on the 

desks of all students can be controlled.

LABORATORY /  
RECTANGLE

107



WORKSHOPS
LABORATORY / RECTANGLE

109

Compact table, student control panel, sink - water unitLCM005 470 x 75 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Compact table, plug module, sink - water unitLCM006 470 x 75 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The octagonal desk is designed for group work. 
The energy unit designed for the physics laboratory 
is placed on the table and is protected with a specially 
designed lock system. Water and gas outlets are 
located on the side shelf.

The energy unit designed for the Chemistry and Biology 
laboratory is placed on the table and kept with a specially 
designed lock system. Water and gas outlets are located 
on the side shelf. 12 people can use the table designed 
in a rectangular form.

Rectangle-F Study Desk

Rectangle-K Study Desk

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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Preparation rooms designed for 

laboratory rooms are used to 

prepare experiments or to store 

dangerous and fragile materials 

used.
111

WORKSHOPS
LABORATORY / PREPARATION ROOM

Laboratory Material Cabinet

Compact table, tower shelf system, sink - water unitTZG003 270 x 60 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Fume Hood

Tower Preparation Bench

Panoramic cabin OCK001 105 x 65 x 200 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Chemical steel material cabinet

Steel material cabinet

DLP029

DLP030

90 x 50 x 180 cm

90 x 50 x 180 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Chemical cabinets are used to store 

chemicals in the laboratory.

There are systems such as electricity, water 

and gas that you will need on the Fume Hood. 

The windshield system works with central weight 

and it stops manually in the desired area.

With the double tower shelf system and sink on the workbench, it can meet the needs 

of the preparation rooms. Depending on the structures of the preparation rooms, 

the dimensions of the bench can be changed optionally.

INNOVATIVEDURABLE HYGENICSOFT LINEROBUST
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WORKSHOPS

Each educational institution wants to teach its students 

how to design future technologies by preparing different 

environments. Emko designs special workshops for 

institutions for these workshops, which are called robotic 

markers. In our Alpha workshop design, there are benches 

where children can communicate and design together, and 

large and movable work tables. Cabinets where they can 

stow the materials used and areas where they can exhibit 

their work are designed.

STEM - ROBOTIC 
WORKSHOP / ALPHA

113



Worktable

PC Worktable 

Alfa Robotic Work Table

WORKSHOPS
STEM – ROBOTIC W. / ALPHA

Metal Work Bench

Cabinet with PVC doors

115Cabinet with PVC doorsDLP016 80 x 40 x 180 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Metal work benchTZG001 150 x 70 x 200 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Rectangular table topMSA006 70 x 140 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Robotic desk with poolRBM002 120 x 240 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Rectangular table, wheel system with brake

Rectangular table, wheel system with brake

CLS001

CLS002

200 x 120 cm

180 x 90 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

With its rectangular structure, 

you can position it next to the 

wall or next to the work benches.

Be prepared for competitions 

with the Alfa robotic desk 

designed according to the robotic 

competition table standards.

The cabinets, which can store 

many materials purchased for 

robotic workshops, allow you 

to protect them with the lock 

option.

It can be positioned wherever 

desired with its wheeled 

structure and wide working 

area, which provides ease of 

use in the workshops. In the workshops, there is a 

special counter surface and a 

hanging board so that you can 

work with various parts easily.
DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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WORKSHOPS

While designing technology, the created workshops and the 

used educational furniture should be chosen correctly. With 

the designs made according to the areas, work benches, 

modular classroom cabinets to keep the materials used in 

order and store them are very important in the formation of 

the workshops. Working desks are designed suitable for 

projects worked in groups. In order to try the prototype 

models one-to-one, a modular robotic work pool was placed 

on the work desks, considering the areas.

STEM - ROBOTIC 
WORKSHOP / DELTA

117



Alfa Robotic Group Work Table

Workbench

WORKSHOPS
STEM – ROBOTIC W. / DELTA

Delta Modular Classroom Cabinet

Airboard Concept / Target

119

Special cut table, robotic pool detailRBM003 260 x 160 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
Modular wheeled cabinet with work boxEDM001 150 x 70 x 200 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Metal work benchTZG002 320 x 40 x 86 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION Special design steel enamel blackboard

Special design fabric cork board

OAK14

NBK001

100 x 150 cm

100 x 150 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It meets all the needs of the classroom with work benches,
work boxes, hanging boards, which can also be designed
according to the structure of the classroom.

While preparing the robotic designs, 
it helps you to work as a group around 
the table, and there is a working pool in 
the middle to try out your work.

While collecting and separating 

robotic classroom materials easily, 

it allows you to work by easily 

taking it from the shelf when 

desired.

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
PROOF

MULTI
PURPOSE

INNOVATIVE ROBUST
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WORKSHOPS

The workshops have been designed with large tables, 

considering many different technology studies. Large 

cabinets that can store materials and specially designed 

shelves that can display the works are considered.

Ergonomic education furniture was preferred by using 

alto moving chairs in workshops where work was 

carried out for a long time.

STEM - ROBOTIC 
WORKSHOP / BETA

121



Beta Worktable

Lego Form Cabinet With Door

WORKSHOPS
STEM – ROBOTIC W. / BETA

Lego Form Shelf Cabinet

123

Lego form handles, hidden hanging systemDLP018 160 x 35 x 100 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Modular cabinet with doorsDLP060 210 x 40 x 86 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
Lego form handles, hidden hanging systemDLP017 320 x 40 x 180 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Rectangular table

Lego form 3 drawer caisson

MSA007

KSN001

120 x 220 cm 

50 x 40 x 60 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

While adding visuality to the classrooms 

with its Lego form design, with its large 

interior volume, It helps you store 

your supplies.

With its shelf structure and 

Lego form design, it allows you to 

display both your books and toys 

in an organized manner.

Beta Classroom CabinetThe beta class cabinet, which consists of modular 

structure, allows you to store large scale robotic 

boxes.

While it makes your work easier in large projects with its wide 
working area, it provides the collection of your materials with 
its 3-drawer pedestal at the bottom.

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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WORKSHOPS

Information technology workshops basically teach the use 

of computers. With the rapid development of technology, 

educational institutions have started to process trainings 

such as software and coding with this course. 

Following these developments closely, Emko has updated 

its educational furniture based on these studies. The work 

desks in the workshops are positioned by the walls so that 

the teacher can easily see the screens of the students. 

Alto movable chairs are used for the children to move freely 

in the direction they want. A robotic desk, which is a study 

area, was designed in the middle of the classroom so that 

students could observe their prototype work.

IT WORKSHOP

125



WORKSHOPS
IT WORKSHOP / UNO 

Uno Robotic Work Table

Modular Classroom Cabinet

127

Modular wheeled cabinet with work boxEMD002 210 x 40 x 86 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Robotic desk with poolRBM005 120 x 235 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Optional case area, keyboard section

Optional case area, keyboard section

EPM001

EPM002

80 x 60 cm  

160 x 160 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Uno Desk can be optionally adapted for either desktop or a 
laptop computer. It can be adapted for group work if desired.

While work boxes help you to collect computer 
equipment easily, there is also a lock option for areas 
with doors.

It is produced with a pool border in order to examine 
computer parts in detail or to test the software on 
prototype models.

PC Worktable

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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WORKSHOPS
IT WORKSHOP / DUE 

Modular Classroom Cabinet

129

Rectangular table topMSA006 70 x 140 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Storage cabinet with glass door

Modular wheeled cabinet with work box

DLP019

DLP020

80 x 40 x 180 cm

105 x 40 x 86 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The Due Study Desk is designed to position computers in 
classrooms so that the teacher can see them and for the student 
to use it comfortably. It can be easily designed according to 
different sitting styles when desired.

PC Worktable

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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WORKSHOPS
IT WORKSHOP / TRE

Hexagonal Study Desk

131

Hexagonal tables with a wide area of use are

designed for sitting facing each other. While

it allows the teacher to see the screens comfortably, 

Alto motion chairs allow the student to move freely. 

With the ease of use of the modular classroom

cabinet, storage is made as desired. 

Modular Classroom Cabinet

Hexagonal table topMSA009 120 x 145 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

While the Hexagonal Study Desk brings a new style 
to the informatics classrooms, it eliminates cable 
pollution with its optional socket system.

With the cabinets with study boxes, you can 
store all the materials of your classroom and 
position them wherever you want with their 
modular structure.

Modular wheeled cabinet with work boxEMD003 320 x 40 x 86 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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WORKSHOPS

Each classroom is a concert venue…
In the lecture hall concept, which is designed as a

workshop, it is aimed to spare spaces to individually

play the instruments comfortably. The stage platform is 

designed according to classes in order to contribute to 

the increase of children’s self-confidence. The lecture 

halls, which are positioned according to the height 

order, will allow them to work individually or in groups.

MUSIC WORKSHOP
LECTURE HALL CONCEPT
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Angled Lecture Hall Order Beanbag Chair

Instrument Cabinet

Angled bean bag with sponge

Angled bean bag with sponge

Angled bean bag with sponge

PUF001

PUF002

PUF003

43 x 40 x 38 cm

43 x 40 x 42 cm

43 x 40 x 44 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MUSIC WORKSHOP
LECTURE HALL CONCEPT

Stage 

Piano Decor

Airboard Concept / Guitar

Modular cabinet with shelves and glass doorsDLP012 300 x 60 x 160 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

P stage

D stage

SYB001

SYB002

400 x 200 cm

300 x 150 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Piano key form wood decorSYD001 200 x 110 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Guitar form music striped airboardOAK005 219 x 170 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

135

You can create lecture hall in the classroom with different beanbag chair heights.
With the modular angled structures of the beanbag chairs, you can act according 
to the desired group work. 

You can contribute to the development of children’s 
self-confidence with the stages that turn music 
workshops into mini concert venues.

With its glass cover design, the appearance of the instruments 
inside increases the visuality in the classroom, while you can 
protect the instruments thanks to the optional lock system.

Thanks to the wooden structure of the piano decor, you can increase 

the visuality of your workshop walls.

You can add visuality to your classrooms thanks 

to the decorative image of the Airboard concept 

music board.

MODULAR 
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WORKSHOPSA structure suitable for group work…

Thanks to the modular structure of the pyramid

music line, it can be combined and made suitable 

for group work when desired. Acoustic panels,

which will be designed according to the class,

eliminate noise pollution and contribute to

children’s correct hearing of instrument sounds.

137

MUSIC WORKSHOP
PYRAMID CONCEPT



Pyramid Music Order

Mira Music Sequence

Piano Shaped Instrument Cabinet

Music Whiteboard

Modular table, music standPMS001 70 x 50 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
Piano key form cabinet with shelvesDLP013 90 x 60 x 180 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Mira music benchMMS001 70 x 50 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

139Music stripe airboard with treble clefOAK004 217 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

While the modular pyramid form will help you to do 
group work when desired, the wheel system will allow 
you to move it easily.

While its large interior volume 

will help you store all the 

instruments, the decorative 

piano form on the covers 

will add color to your music 

classrooms.

Metal music stand and 

durable polyurethane edged 

table top will allow you to 

use Mira Music Benches for 

a long time.

Thanks to the music striped surface of the music board

notes are written practically.

MUSIC WORKSHOP
PYRAMID CONCEPT
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Music Stand

Acoustic Panel

Metal music standSHP001

CODE DESCRIPTION

141

Acoustic fabric

Acoustic fabric

Acoustic fabric

Acoustic fabric

APK001

APK002

APK003

APK004

60 x 60 x 2 cm

60 x 60 x 4 cm

120 x 60 x 2 cm

120 x 60 x 4 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The telescopic music stand is 

adjusted according to the 

desired height.

Acoustic panels should be used in music workshops to prevent 
sound pollution. Thanks to the acoustic panel, the sounds of 
the instruments can be heard more accurately.

MUSIC WORKSHOP
PYRAMID CONCEPT

MODULAR 
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WORKSHOPS

In visual arts education; It is aimed that the students can

express their feelings, thoughts and impressions and bring 

their creativity to an aesthetic level. While students gain the 

ability to understand and evaluate visual arts, they grow up

as individuals who can continue their artistic development.

For this reason, by using the right educational furniture, you 

can enable these skills to emerge better when a workshop 

environment is created rather than a standard classroom.

You can turn your classroom into an art workshop with large 

flat tables that will allow them to work comfortably and

comfortable seating such as stools and bean bags.

PAINTING
WORKSHOP 
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Portfolio Study Desk

Portfolio Picture Cabinet

WORKSHOPS
PAINTING WORKSHOP

Stools 

Bean bags

145

MSA005

MSA030

CODE SIZE

Portfolio bottom shelf, metal leg

Portfolio bottom shelf, metal leg

DESCRIPTION
220 x 100 cm

180 x 100 cm

3AH001

3AH002

CODE

Movable stool

Fixed stool

DESCRIPTION

Portfolio cabinet with drying rackDLP014 400 x 60 x 135 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Conical Bean Bag

Hexagon bean bag

Cylinder bean bag

Square bean bag

EKP001

EAP001

ESP001

ESP001

Q40

Q40

Q40

Q40

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

While its wide table provides a comfortable working area, 

the portfolio section at the bottom offers the opportunity 

to store the work done.

With its modular structure, portfolio cabinet, drawer 

drying rack and wide shelves, it meets all the 

cabinet needs of the painting class.

Bean bag types in different forms add color to painting classes and

provide comfort.

With its fixed and wheeled options, it allows you to move comfortably 

in the painting class.

MODULAR 
STRUCTURE

ERASABLEMULTI
PURPOSE

PRACTICAL
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Modular Study Desk

Picture Cabinet with Study Box

WORKSHOPS
PAINTING WORKSHOP

Easel

Mira Picture Order

Airboard Concept - Picture 

147

PRM001

DDM002

CODE SIZE

Prism modular table

Rectangular modular table

DESCRIPTION
140 x 70 cm

140 x 70 cm 
SVL001

CODE

Wooden easel

DESCRIPTION

Portfolio, with work boxDLP015 345 x 60 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Pallet table, angled table topMRS001 50 x 70 cm / 50 x 20 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Pallet table, angled table topOAK014 120 x 360 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

While Prisma creates a wide working area by adding 
flat-form tables to each other, it also allows individual 
work when desired.

It creates storage space by stacking the 

crowded materials of painting classes with 

work boxes and portfolio shelves.

With the Airboard concept,  
pictures are reflected on your 
walls. While it allows you to 
write on the enamel surface, 
it helps you hang your pictures 
without damaging them with 
magnet holders.

It offers the opportunity to be used 
anywhere in the classroom with its 
structure that can be easily installed 
and removed and stowed when desired.

While the extendable table 
top provides comfort for 
working, the flat pallet area on 
the side provides ease of use.

DAYANIKLI
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WORKSHOPS

The three-dimensionality of ceramic and sculpture 

works helps students develop wrist and finger muscles 

and strengthen hand and eye coordination. In the 

ceramic workshops designed with marble tables and 

drying cabinets, you can exhibit the works of children 

with different models of exhibition cabinets.

CERAMIC
WORKSHOP
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Marble Table

Picture Cabinet with Study Box

WORKSHOPS
CERAMIC WORKSHOP 

Drying Rack Cabinet

Modular Classroom Cabinet

151

DLP053

DLP054

CODE SIZE

Cabinet with shelves

Cabinet with shelves

DESCRIPTION
80 x 40 x 180 cm 

80 x 40 x 86 cm 

Marble table, profile legMRM001 100 x 180 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
Profile body, with wooden shelfKRD001 100 x 40 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Cabinet with work boxEMD001 105 x 40 x 86 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It helps you to display your works 

with different shelf heights.

The modular classroom cabinet 

allows you to separate and organize 

various materials with work boxes 

of different sizes.

Marble table helps you to do various activities 

in ceramic classes.

The drying racks designed 

for ceramic classes make your 

work easier with their wheeled 

and fixed options.
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WORKSHOPS

Woodwork in schools; These are workshops where children 

can develop themselves in hand-eye coordination, spatial 

awareness, sense of sensitivity and understanding how to 

use potentially dangerous vehicles safely. It is just as 

important in the furniture used to ensure that these areas 

are safe. Tables, work benches and cabinets with high

durability are produced accordingly. The materials used 

for the safety of children must be regular so that they do

not pose a danger. Bench model with work box and shelf 

meets this need.

WOOD
WORKSHOP

153



WORKSHOPS
WOOD WORKSHOP

155

Partitioned Working Desk

Work Section Bench

Flat table, metal tube foot structureMSA010 120x220 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Desk with box partitionsMSA031 180 x 40 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Worktable

Wide working tables suitable for the 
use of small hand tools such as milling 
cutters and drills are used in wood 
working workshops. 

Thanks to the wooden partitions at the top of the 
table, the tools used become more organized.

Thanks to its modular structure, the multi-compartment workbench 
can be positioned facing the class and wood cutting can be done by 
connecting tools to the upper workbench.

Modular wheeled cabinet with work box300 x 40 x 80 cm   

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
TZG002
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WORKSHOPS

Creative drama workshops aim to improve children’s 

self-expression, listening and understanding skills. In line 

with this purpose, while designing drama workshops, 

we design stages where they can express themselves 

and seating arrangements where they can understand 

others. These multi-purpose areas are also used as fairy 

tale, theater and music workshops.

DRAMA
WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOPS
DRAMA WORKSHOP

159

Tree Form Decor

Bookshelf with Thought Bubbles

Bookcase area, seating moduleMDL001 400 x 90 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Special design lacquer paintDKR010 180 x 40 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Seating Module with Bookshelf

With seating modules, you can add a new 

image to drama workshops as both a library 

and a lecture hall.

You can add depth to areas 

with decorative models.

You can design remarkable areas by bringing 

a different perspective to standard libraries.

Exhibition and library150 x 160 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
DLP022

INNOVATIVE IMPROVINGEDUCATIONALMULTI
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WORKSHOPS

The chess tables printed on the Werzalit table are

designed in large sizes so that two people can sit 

comfortably across from each other. Thanks to the 

drawer at the bottom of the table, the materials 

used are collected practically. It has been worked 

in accordance with the area with the checkered 

form cabinet suitable for the area.

CHESS
WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOPS
CHESS WORKSHOP

163

Checkered Wardrobe

Airboard Concept / Squares

Werzalit checkerboard printed tableESM001 60 x 80 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Checkered display cabinet with doorsDLP055 200 x 40 x 86 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Chess Table

Steel enamel blackboard

Note board fabric board

OAK015

NBP001

80 x 180 cm

80 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The top of the checkered visual printed chess table 
is Werzalit and is resistant to scratches. Thanks to the 
drawer positioned at the bottom, the play arguments 
used can be stored.

The checkered cabinet, which is specially designed for use 
in chess classes, can be used both as a classroom cabinet 
and an exhibition cabinet.

Airboard concept squares, prepared by creating 
a checkered image, offer the opportunity to use 
the board and the whiteboard together.

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
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WORKSHOPS

Since language workshops are mostly speaking 

oriented, we design group study areas where 

they can communicate with each other.

LANGUAGE 
WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOPS

We design special areas for 

new generation workshops.

MIND GAMES 
WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOPS

We design many activity areas 

to help children gain skills in 

their social lives.

SOCIAL SKILLS 
WORKSHOP
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WORKSHOPS

We design areas suitable for 

the demands of institutions.

SPIRITUAL VALUES 
WORKSHOP
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While designing educational furniture, 

we make special designs for classrooms 

and workshops, as well as dining halls, 

libraries and resting areas where 

students spend time at school. 

We create environments where students 

can enjoy by designing products for 

these areas where they can play games, 

chat or study comfortably.

COMMON
AREAS

173



Steel enamel surface 
blackboard, custom

AIR1126

AIR1122

AIR1117

AIR0814

100 x 240 cm

100 x 200 cm

100 x 150 cm

90 x 120 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

COMMON AREAS
HALLWAYS

175

Airboard Concept / Pen

Airboard Concept / Focus

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cutOAK007 150 x 360 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cut

Steel enamel surface blackboard, custom cut

OAK008

OAK009

120 x 500 cm 

120 x 500 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Airboard

While designing the hallways, 

you can shape the walls with 

airboard concepts and various 

cork boards. You can provide 

seating areas for students with 

bean bag chair models.

Airboard whiteboards add depth to the walls with their frameless 

stylish structure and specially designed mounting method.

Let your imagination be shaped with the

Airboard concept.

The design reflected on the wall...

Corporate logos and whiteboards shaped 

according to different designs give education areas a new identity.

MAGNETIC COLORFAST HYGENICSCRATCH
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COMMON AREAS
SEATING MODULES
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Seating Module / Tribune

Seating Module / L Bench

Special design moduleMDL002 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Special design moduleMDL003 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Seating Module / Squares

We design spaces that children can choose to spend 

time in their free time. While making unused areas 

functional, we create new generation resting areas and 

create environments where students can spend time.

You can design comfortable seating 

modules by using wood and bean 

bags together. You can make use 

of non-functional areas by making 

special studies according to the areas.

You can design your own competition area 

by choosing the tribune seating module in 

the common areas where table tennis or 

small competitions are held.

Catch the trend in the hallways with 

different seating modules. You can 

create spaces where children can 

have fun.

Special design moduleMDL004 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MODULAR 
STRUCTURE
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We design libraries as student-centered learning spaces. 

We design the library areas to meet the needs of the

school community and equip them with desks, cupboards, 

study areas and resting areas. We prepare study 

environments by choosing suitable furniture where 

students can feel comfortable.

We contribute to the development of research skills with 

new generation library designs and support lifelong 

learning habits.
179

COMMON AREAS
LIBRARY



Double Sided Library Cabinet

Single Sided Library Cabinet

Linex Table

Linex Square Table

Linex Tree Table

181

Triple double sided library cabinet

Double two-sided library cabinet

Single double sided library cabinet

DLP023

DLP024

DLP025

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
277 x 60 x 205 cm

187 x 60 x 205 cm

95 x 60 x 205 cm

Triple double sided library cabinet

Double single-sided library cabinet

Single double sided library cabinet

DLP026

DLP027

DLP028

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
277 x 35 x 205 cm

187 x 35 x 205 cm

95 x 35 x 205 cm

Square table, metal legLXM003 100 x 100 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Triangular table, metal legLXM004 120 x 128 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

LXM001

LXM002

CODE SIZE

Square table, metal leg

Square table, metal leg

DESCRIPTION
100 x 200 cm 

100 x 180 cm 

COMMON AREAS
LIBRARY

For libraries, the library cabinets, which have 

an aesthetic appearance with a double-faced 

wood-metal mixture design in different colors, 

are placed by determining the appropriate 

dimensions according to the areas.

With its single-sided design and double-sided 

cabinets, library designs are made by adapting 

it according to the area.

With its special angled foot structure, it provides a comfortable working 

area for libraries.

Thanks to the square table 

structure, it can be arranged 

according to the area by 

adding them to each other.

The triangular table 

structure provides 

triple sitting areas.

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE GROUPROBUST AESTHETICALVERSATILITY
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D Modular Table

S Modular Table

C Modular Table

Rectangular Bar Table

Pear Study Desk

Ximo Counter

183

Double sided 6-person desk

Single sided 3-person desk

PCM001

PCM002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
120 x 260 cm 

60 x 260 cm 

Metal leg, counter with separator

Metal leg, counter with separator

BAR001

BAR002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
60 x 200 cm 

60 x 150 cm 

Metal leg, counter with separator

Metal leg, counter with separator

XBK001

XBK002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
280 x 80 x 105 cm

240 x 80 x 105 cm

Special cut table, metal footDMM002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
60 x 120 cm 

Special cut table, metal footSMM002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
60 x 120 cm 

Special cut table, metal footCMM002

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
75 x 150 cm 

COMMON AREAS
LIBRARY

Thanks to its modular structure, design is made in the desired area. 

When used together with the S Desk, a large desk is created.

Combine the ambiance of libraries with the 

comfort of bar tables.

S Modular Desks are used in reading areas 

with their aesthetic forms. When desired, 

they can be combined with each other to 

form a wide working table.

With its geometric design, it is one of the ideal products

of limited spaces and gives libraries a modern atmosphere.

C Modular Tables are 

combined with each other 

to form round tables.

Specially designed counters 

with separators give areas an 

aesthetic appearance with 

their special dimensions.

ERASABLEROBUST SOFT LINE AESTHETICALCOLORFAST
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Seating Module / Sofa

Seating Module / Bar

Seating Module / Stairs

Mud Bar Chair

Mud Wooden Leg Chair

Mud Lounge Chair

185

Adaptable to space Raised floor, work areaMDL008 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Adaptable to space Raised floor, work areaMDL009 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Space adaptable Bookcase and Lecture seating areaMDL010 Field adaptable

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

MUD001 Leather or fabric covered chair, wooden legs

CODE DESCRIPTION

MUD002 Leather or fabric covered chair, wooden legs

CODE DESCRIPTION

COMMON AREAS
LIBRARY

With the Divan Seating Module, 4 separate sitting areas 
are created at the same time. While you are reading a 
book in the comfortable sitting area with Sedro bean
bags, you can work with computers in the study section.

While the wooden legs will add elegance to the bar chairs, 

fabric and leather seat options will add comfort.

It will be indispensable for 

libraries with its double 

color option and wooden 

leg structure.

Comfortable resting 

areas will be created 

with the Mud Lounge 

Chair.

A reading corner is created by using it together with
Sedro bean bags. It offers two different working areas with 
its Bar Desk section.

With the Stairs Seating Module, new generation living 
environments are prepared by changing the visuality
of the libraries.

MUD003 Leather or fabric covered chair, wooden legs

CODE DESCRIPTION

DAYANIKLI

DAYANIKLI

DAYANIKLI

ERASABLEROBUST SOFT LINE AESTHETICALCOLORFAST
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Nutrition is as important as education and training for 

all institutions. Dining hall equipment, combined with 

an innovative concept and maximum functionality, 

should be hygienic products that are easy to clean.

By using products whose surface is resistant to cleaning 

materials, Emko both provides a hygienic environment 

and aims to use it for a long time.
187

COMMON AREAS
DINING HALL

Werzalit Dining Hall Table

Compact Dining Hall Table

Verzalit top, box profile legMSA011 80 x 140 cm  

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Compact table, box profile legMSA012 80 x 140 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

SND001 Plastic, effaceable chair

CODE DESCRIPTION

The dining hall table with werzalite top, 
the surface of which can be cleaned, will 
add aesthetics with its soft edge lines.

It will provide both hygienic and durability with 
its surface resistant to cleaning materials.

It will provide convenience in dining halls with its plastic wipeable 
surface and light structure that can be stacked on top of each other.

As Canteen Chair

ERASABLEROBUST SOFT LINE AESTHETICALCOLORFAST
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We offer high quality conference chairs according 

to the needs of institutions for conference rooms.

We consider the health and comfort of the users by

making designs suitable for the ergonomic structure. 

We reflect the vision of the institutions by carrying 

out architectural works suitable for the areas with

our various models. 189

COMMON AREAS
CONFERENCE HALL
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COMMON AREAS
LOCKER ROOMS

West Cabinet

Z Cabinet

Bench Cabinet

6-person steel locker

2-person steel locker

DLP031

DLP032

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
120 x 40 x 200 cm

60 x 50 x 200 cm

4-person, Z form locker

2-person, Z form locker

DLP033

DLP034

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
80 x 40 x 180 cm

40 x 40 x 180 cm

2-person locker with sitting benchDLP035 80 x 70 x 215 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

It will add color to

your spaces with its 

easy-to-clean different 

color options made

of stainless steel.

It provides ease of use to 

the changing rooms with its 

stylish design and standard 

lock options.

The cabinet, which combines a large-design body and a sitting 

module with benches in a single line, provides spaciousness to 

the areas used.

Locker rooms are areas that students use both collectively 

and individually. Your changing rooms will remain tidy,

clean and hygienic with products made of high-quality

materials that are easy to clean and do not rust, complying 

with hygiene rules.

DISTINCTIVESOFT LINEVERSATILITY MULTI
PURPOSE

ORGANIZERMODULAR 
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We design modern products for the 

administration office departments 

and work offices of schools. 

By offering models suitable for 

work areas, we ensure that users 

meet with comfortable and useful 

products. We reflect the lines of 

institutions by working according 

to the field.

OFFICES
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OFFICES

School entrances are the most important areas that 

reflect the vision of institutions. The reception counters 

and the waiting area are specially designed for the

people. It is designed by our project architects with all 

the fine details in mind, in a way that best reflects your 

corporate identity.

RECEPTION

195



Origami Counter

Triangle Counter

Macro Counter

197

OFFICES
RECEPTION

MDF, special cut lacquer paint BNK004 500 x 90 x 110 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Bookcase area, seating moduleBNK005 285 x 80 x 110 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Special cut lacquer paintBNK006 180 x 60 x 110 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The perfect and elegant meeting of wood and white, designed 

for functional use as well as its eye-catching charm.

Innovative design combines at different angles to create welcoming 

areas with original style.

The meeting of naturalness with simplicity provides integrity obtained 

by combining aesthetic details.

ERASABLEROBUST SOFT LINE AESTHETICALCOLORFAST
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001

Pink Waiting Chair

Muna Waiting Chair

Anita Waiting 

Ena Waiting Chair

Point Waiting Chair

199

OFFICES
RECEPTION

Double sitting area, wooden legs

Single sitting area, wooden legs

KLT004

KLT005

CODE DESCRIPTION

Triple seating area, metal legs

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT009

KLT0010

KLT0011

CODE DESCRIPTION

Triple seating area, metal legs

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT0012

KLT0013

KLT0014

CODE DESCRIPTION

Aesthetics and quality will create comfort in your waiting 
rooms with elegant designs.

Classic stylish design comes to life in modern waiting areas...

The stylish touches of fine details from the leg design to the 
leather texture are combined.

Timeless designs that make a difference with soft textured fabric 
combined with high quality metal.

Dynamic, stylish designs, corporate spaces with
original character.

Triple seating area, metal legs

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT0015

KLT0016

KLT0017

CODE DESCRIPTION

Triple seating area, metal legs

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT0018

KLT0019

KLT0020

CODE DESCRIPTION

AESTHETICAL ERASABLEROBUST INNOVATIVE PRACTICAL SOFT LINE
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Gala Worktable

Reflex Study Chair

Canes Study Chair
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OFFICES
INFIRMARY ROOM

Healthcare rooms in schools must be

cleanable in order to remain sterile.

All products used for this purpose are 

cleanable.

Wheeled, chrome-plated plastic-coated handle

Four-leg, chrome-plated plastic-coated handle

KLT021

KLT022

CODE DESCRIPTION

L work table with caisson

L work table with caisson

CLS003

CLS004

180 x 160 x 76 cm

160 x 160 x 76 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Dynamic, stylish designs, corporate spaces 

with original character...

While the comfortable seating area offers 

comfortable working opportunities, you can 

choose according to the area you want with 

its fixed and wheeled options.

You can use it in different areas with its 

wheeled and fixed options.

Wheeled, chrome-plated plastic-coated handle

Four-leg, chrome-plated plastic-coated handle

KLT023

KLT024

CODE DESCRIPTION

DAYANIKLI

AESTHETICAL ERASABLEROBUST INNOVATIVE PRACTICAL SOFT LINE
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Fixed Examination Bed

Movable Examination Bed

3-Piece Fabric Screen

Steel Locker

First-Aid Chest

Dressing Trolley

203

OFFICES
INFIRMARY ROOM

Wheeled trolley with drawersRVR006 44 x 80 x 67 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
3-piece metal body, fabric frontRVR003 175 x 240 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Examination sofa with wheelsRVR002 80 x 190 x 64 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Fixed four-legged examination sofaRVR001 70 x 180 x 64 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Steel double locker cabinetDLP036 80 x 40 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

Glass first aid cabinet with two doors

Single door, glass first aid cabinet

RVR004

RVR005

44 x 80 x 67 cm

50 x 40 x 180 cm

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

The fact that the head part is adjustable will add function, 

while the wipeable surface will provide a hygienic environment.

Thanks to the wheel system that enables 

it to move, it will allow you to use it both 

as an infirmary bed and as a stretcher.

The triple fabric front panels will allow 

you to move them easily thanks to the 

leg structure.

Its handy drawers and practical moving 

wheels will make your work easier.

While the lockable glass cover system will 

provide protection, the wheeled leg structure 

will make it easier for you to move.

The shelves and the cloakroom section in the double steel 

locker cabinets will enable you to use them practically with 

its wide interior structure.
ERASABLEROBUST FUNCTIONAL PRACTICALHYGENIC
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OFFICES

You can design the teacher’s rooms, where 

teachers spend time and use as study rooms,

either with meeting tables or with one-to-one 

study desks.

TEACHERS
ROOM

205
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OFFICES
TEACHERS ROOMLena Meeting Desk

Sean Meeting Desk

Pera Meeting Table

Vestro Teacher Cabinet

Z Teacher Locker

4-person, cloakroom closet

2-person, cloakroom closet

VDO001

VDO002

80 x 40 x 192 cm 

80 x 40 x 192 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

4-person, cloakroom closet

2-person, cloakroom closet

DLP037

DLP038

80 x 40 x 192 cm 

50 x 40 x 192 cm 

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION

12-person, two-piece, double socket

10-person, two-piece, double socket

8-person, two-piece, double socket

6-person, single piece, double socket

MSA014

MSA015

MSA016

MSA017

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
360 x 120 x 75 cm

280 x 120 x 75 cm

240 x 120 x 75 cm

200 x 100 x 75 cm 

It is specially designed for teachers 
with its large interior volume and 
cloakroom section.

Thanks to the practical and useful structure of the Z cabinet, 
it will also allow you to use it as a cloakroom cabinet.

Change the atmosphere of spaces with its leg design and fine 
modern lines.

Add elegance to spaces with its innovative modern style.

We combined technology with tables. Enjoy working with 
the perfect harmony of wood and metal.

12-person, two-piece, double socket

8-person, two-piece, double socket

6-person, single piece, double socket

MSA018

MSA019

MSA020

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
360 x 120 x 75 cm

240 x 120 x 75 cm

200 x 100 x 75 cm 

12-person, two-piece, double socket

10-person, two-piece, double socket

8-person, two-piece, double socket

6-person, single piece, double socket

MSA021

MSA022

MSA023

MSA024

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
360 x 120 x 75 cm

280 x 120 x 75 cm

240 x 120 x 75 cm

200 x 100 x 75 cm 

DISTINCTIVEINNOVATIVE MAGNETICDURABLE PRACTICALSOFT LINE
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OFFICES
TEACHERS ROOMRio Study Chair

Low Study Chair

Neva Study Chair

Fera Study Chair

Jase Study Chair

Fluorine Mesh Study Chair

Chrome arm, chrome legKLT025

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic handle, Chrome baseKLT028

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic handle, Chrome baseKLT026

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic handle, Chrome baseKLT029

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic handle, Plastic legKLT027

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic handle, Plastic legKLT030

CODE DESCRIPTION

It provides practical use with 

its chromed arm structure and 

adjustable shock absorber.

Add elegance to your spaces with different 

fabric color options and mesh back.

It offers comfortable working 

opportunity with its ergonomic 

mesh backrest and individually

adjustable arm system. While you can move easily with its wheeled 

chrome leg structure, the shock absorber 

system will allow you to adjust it according 

to your form.

Specially designed leather back 

structure and adjustable back 

and forth will make you 

comfortable while working.

Combined arm part and ergonomic 

backrest will make you comfortable in 

working environments.

PRACTICAL AESTHETICAL ERASABLEINNOVATIVE ROBUST MODULAR 
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Design the working office areas of schools with stylish 

models. Increase the efficiency of your office with 

wide-use L tables, large and modular rear cabinets.

OFFICES
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Diamont Intermediate Executive Set

Moix Intermediate Executive Set

Vera Intermediate Executive Set

Gala Intermediate Executive Set

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table 

YNT001

YNT002

YNT003

YNT004

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
160 x 155 x 75 cm

160 x 155 x 75 cm

160 x 36 x 81 cm

50 x 50 x 41 cm 

Etejer, Table

Back cabinet

Coffee table

YNT009

YNT010

YNT011

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
235 x 160 x 75 cm

240 x 40 x 120 cm

70 x 50 x 40 cm

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table 

YNT005

YNT006

YNT007

YNT008

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
180 x 155 x 75 cm

160 x 155 x 75 cm

180 x 38 x 88 cm

65 x 55 x 45 cm

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table 

YNT012

YNT013

YNT014

YNT015

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
185 x 160 x 75 cm

165 x 160 x 75 cm

160 x 38 x 88 cm

50 x 50 x 45 cm

With the L module designed for narrow spaces, the wide working area will relax your environment.

It will reflect the style of your institution 

with its stylish leg design, which makes 

a difference with its holistic form and 

with its formed back cabinet and 

Coffee table.

Enjoy the pleasure of working thanks to the 

large cabinet storage space and the useful 

work desk.

Its modern style and useful cabinet 

structure will bring a different line to the 

offices.

OFFICES
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OFFICES
Step Study Chair

Gion Study Chair

Aven Study Chair

Joney Study Chair

Voxi Study Chair

Alf Study Chair

Chrome arm - leg chef chair

Chrome arm - leg, guest waiting chair

KLT031

KLT032

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic arm, chrome-plated leg chef chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT037

KLT038

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic arm, chrome-plated leg chef chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT039

KLT040

CODE DESCRIPTION

Plastic arm, chrome-plated leg chef chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT041

KLT042

CODE DESCRIPTION

Chrome arm - leg chef chair

Chrome arm - leg, guest waiting chair

KLT033

KLT034

CODE DESCRIPTION

Chrome arm - leg chef chair

Chrome arm - leg, guest waiting chair

KLT035

KLT036

CODE DESCRIPTION

Its stylish backrest form and adjustable 

ergonomic structure will provide 

comfortable office environments.

The ergonomics of the backrest form 

and the functional structure of the arm 

section will provide you comfort even 

during long-term work.

Working chairs, which are produced 

as a set with wheels and fixed legs, 

will allow you to use them as a 

combination in the office 

environment.

While the shock absorber system allows 

you to adjust it according to your form, 

it will move easily with its wheeled 

chromed leg structure.

It will make you comfortable while 

working with its whole armrest form, 

and large sitting area.

The high-density sponge seating and 

backrest will make you comfortable 

while working.
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OFFICES

We equip your manager rooms and coordinator 

rooms with stylish office furniture with different lines. 

While functional and ergonomic office chairs create 

comfortable spaces, we reflect the style you want 

with different models. 

INTERMEDIATE

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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OFFICES

Winix Executive Set

Montero Executive Set

Dipo Executive Set

Lena Executive Set

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table 

YNT016

YNT017

YNT018

YNT019

YNT020

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
245 x 180 x 77 cm

225 x 180 x 77 cm

205 x 180 x 77 cm

200 x 45 x 87 cm

60 x 50 x 45 cm

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table

YNT021

YNT022

YNT023

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
225 x 90 x 75 cm

210 x 41 x 81 cm

80 x 60 x 44 cm

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

YNT024

YNT025

YNT026

YNT027

YNT028

YNT029

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
220 x 160 x 75 cm

200 x 160 x 75 cm

180 x 160 x 75 cm

220 x 39 x 81 cm

180 x 39 x 81 cm

55 x 55 x 45 cm Coffee table 

Caisson, L table with shelf

Back cabinet

Coffee table 

YNT030

YNT031

YNT032

YNT033

YNT034

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
225 x 185 x 75 cm

205 x 185 x 75 cm

185 x 185 x 75 cm

228 x 44 x 90 cm

70 x 50 x 45 cm

The Winix work set, designed with a useful shelf module, 

provides wide use with special table dimensions.

The desk and drawer design that integrates with thin 

metal lines will make a difference in your offices.

The aesthetic combination of wood and different metal 

legs will add aesthetics to your workspaces.

The spaces will be different with the design of the shelf and the 

rear cabinet, together with visuality and comfortable working.

INTERMEDIATE
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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Lift Study Chair

Parla Study Chair

Black Study Chair

Chrome arm-leg, executive chair

Chrome arm-leg, meeting chair 

Chrome arm leg, guest waiting chair

KLT043

KLT044

KLT045

CODE DESCRIPTION

Chrome arm-leg, executive chair

Chrome arm-leg, meeting chair 

Chrome arm leg, guest waiting chair

KLT046

KLT047

KLT048

CODE DESCRIPTION

Chrome arm-leg, executive chair

Chrome arm-leg, meeting chair 

Chrome arm leg, guest waiting chair

KLT049

KLT050

KLT051

CODE DESCRIPTION

Chrome arm-leg, executive chair

Chrome arm-leg, meeting chair 

Chrome arm leg, guest waiting chair

KLT052

KLT053

KLT054

CODE DESCRIPTION

Orin Study Chair

Flexible back design, oval armrests, chrome legs will 

create a comfortable working environment.

The details that stand out with its aesthetic design and 

different arm structure will add elegance to your offices.

It will provide the comfort of simplicity with its plain lines, 

leather armrests and chrome legs.

For comfortable sitting work with the ergonomically 

adjusted armrest with mesh back.

OFFICES
INTERMEDIATE

EXECUTIVE OFFICES
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OFFICES
EXECUTIVE OFFICESWaw Executive Set

Saje Executive Set

YNT035

YNT036

YNT037

YNT038

YNT039

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
240 x 90 x75 cm

240 x 40 x 125 cm

240 x 40 x 125 cm

80 x 55 x 45 cm

240 x 120 x 75 cm

Table

Shelving unit

Back cabinet

Coffee table

Meeting table

YNT040

YNT041

YNT042

YNT043

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
240 x 90 x75 cm

240 x 40 x 125 cm

240 x 40 x 125 cm

80 x 55 x 45 cm

Table

Back cabinet

Coffee table

Meeting table

Reflecting modern lines, the leg form will change the line 

of your office. Design stylish spaces with a different cabinet 

structure and a meeting table compatible with your table.

Provide a large exhibition space with the cloakroom cabinet 

structure and the differently designed L table model.
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OFFICES
EXECUTIVE OFFICESSpace Executive Set

Motif Executive Set

YNT044

YNT045

YNT046

YNT047

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
232 x 180 x 73 cm

215 x 40 x 128 cm

70 x 50 x 50 cm

260 x 120 x 75 cm

Table

Back cabinet

Coffee table

Meeting table

YNT048

YNT049

YNT050

YNT051

YNT052

YNT053

YNT054

YNT055

CODE SIZE DESCRIPTION
220 x 90 x76 cm

90 x 50 x76 cm

220 x 40 x 91 cm

70 x 50 x 44 cm

120 x 45 cm

350 x 150 x 75 cm

260 x 120 x 75 cm

180 x 90 x 75

Table

Shelving unit

Back cabinet

Coffee table

Pad 

Meeting table

Reflecting modern lines, the leg form will change the line 

of your office. Design stylish spaces with a different cabinet 

structure and a meeting table compatible with your table.

Offices will experience the difference of both elegance 

and quality with its naive table motif design and wide 

work desk.
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OFFICES
EXECUTIVE OFFICESSpring Study Chair

Fera Study Chair

Sold Study Chair

Benet Study Chair

Boni Study Chair

Relax Study Chair

Leather arm, chrome leg executive chair

Leather arm, chrome leg meeting chair 

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair 

KLT055

KLT056

KLT057

CODE DESCRIPTION

WWooden arm - leg executive chair

Wooden arm - leg meeting chair

Wooden arm - leg guest waiting chair

KLT058

KLT059

KLT060

CODE DESCRIPTION

Leather arm, chrome leg executive chair

Leather arm, chrome leg meeting chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT061

KLT062

KLT063

CODE DESCRIPTION

Leather arm, chrome leg executive chair

Leather arm, chrome leg meeting chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT064

KLT065

KLT066

CODE DESCRIPTION

Leather arm, chrome leg executive chair

Leather arm, chrome leg meeting chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT067

KLT068

KLT069

CODE DESCRIPTION

Leather arm, chrome leg executive chair

Leather arm, chrome leg meeting chair

Plastic arm, chromed leg guest waiting chair

KLT070

KLT071

KLT072

CODE DESCRIPTION

Long working hours with the upper segment stylish 

ergonomic closed arm design.

The magnificent charm of wood and leather met in the S form.

Enjoy pleasant working time with ergonomic wide design.

Provide comfortable sitting with its chromed leg 

structure and aesthetic form.

Enjoy the comfort thanks to its wide and high-density 

sponge form.

Enjoy the comfort with its 

high-quality sponge structure 

and different design.

DAYANIKLI MODÜLER YAPI
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OFFICES
EXECUTIVE OFFICESBera Waiting Chair

Inox Waiting Chair

Elit Waiting Chair

Polo Waiting Chair

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT073

KLT074

CODE DESCRIPTION

Triple seating area, wooden legs

Double sitting area, wooden legs

Single sitting area, wooden legs

KLT077

KLT078

KLT079

CODE DESCRIPTION

Triple seating area, wooden legs

Double sitting area, wooden legs

Single sitting area, wooden legs

KLT080

KLT081

KLT082

CODE DESCRIPTION

Double seating area, metal legs

Single sitting area, metal legs

KLT075

KLT076

CODE DESCRIPTION

With its fine line and wooden details, 

you will find comfort and enjoy the elegance.

Add elegance to offices with its wooden back structure, 

metal legs and leather seating area.

Enjoy the comfort with its wide seating area.

The sofas you will prefer for a comfortable sitting in the offices 

are designed according to the areas with single, double and 

triple options.

DAYANIKLI MODÜLER YAPI
DAYANIKLI MODÜLER YAPI
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CENTER / Factory : Cakmakli Mah. Hadimkoy Yolu Cad. No: 75,
    EMKO Center, Buyukcekmece - İstanbul / TURKEY

ANKARA Office : Mustafa Kemal Mah. BariS Sitesi, 2115 Sk. No: 16,
   Cankaya - Ankara / TURKEY

ALMANYA Office : Moarstrasse 5, 85737 Ismaning

ESTONYA Office : Liimi 1, Tallinn / Estonya

+90 212 886 86 85
+ 90 212 886 99 20 (Pbx)

+90 212 886 83 33

info@ee.com.cr

/emkoegitim

www.ee.com.tr


